SECTION II: VISUAL TRAINING EXERCISES
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE READER ———————

The exercises in this section are designed to help you build the visual skills that you will need to read with your magnifying device. These skills include seeing letters and words from your best viewing position, telling similar letters apart, scanning across a line, and locating the beginning of the next line. The exercises are arranged in order of increasing difficulty, according to print size and other factors such as word length and line spacing. On the first line of each exercise, the answers are underlined. Move at your own pace. As soon as you feel you have mastered one level, move on to the next. The important thing is to keep practicing!!
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Directions:

Find the letters on each line that are different from the first one. Move across the line and back again. The number of different letters in each line can be found at the beginning of the next line. The lines are arranged in ABC order.

Answers are on the page following the exercise.
The Alphabet Revisited

A A A V A A A T A A A A A E
3 B B B D B B B P B P B B B D
4 C G O C C O C C C C C G G
5 D D D D D D O D D D D D O
3 E E E T E E F E F E E E T
4 F F E F F F T F F E T F
4 G G O G G G G G O G Q G B G
4 H A H A H H H R H H N H N
5 I I J I I I I L I I I L T I
5 K K K X K K X K K H K K B
4 L L I I I L L J J L L T L
6
Answer Key—Level 1, Part 1: The Alphabet Revisited

A A A V A A A T A A A A A E
3 B B B D B B P B P B B B D
4 C G O C C O C C C C C C G G
5 D D D D D O D D O D D D D O
3 E E E T E E F E F E E E E T
4 F F E F F F F T F F E T F
4 G G O G G G O G G Q G B G
4 H A H A H H H R H H N H N
5 I I J I I I I L I I I L T I
4 J J J I T J J J J J J L J J
5 K K K X K K X K K H K K B
4 L L I I I L L J J L L T L
6
Directions:

Find the animals. There is one on each line.

Answers are on the page following the exercise.
Animal Hunt

SHE SEE BAT ADD SAY MET EAR
NOT AGO CUT MEN AIR CAR RAT
ALL BOY BUG HIS LET MAY MAT
OUR OFF ARE BIG PUP ITS AND
GET HIM CAN BUY COW SEA YOU
SLY MAY THE LET SEA DOE ITS
WAS GOT OWN PUT ELK RED ONE
YET GET ONE NEW OLD FAR FOX
CAR SUN EAT CAN SIX HOG PEN
TRY BIG WAY ADD EAT PIG ANY
HOW FOR DAY NOW AGO APE PIN
DOG ARE WHO FIN YES RUN SAW
FAT OWE FAN RAM OWN HIS FIT
Answer Key—Level 1, Part 2: Animal Hunt

SHE SEE BAT ADD SAY MET EAR
NOT AGO CUT MEN AIR CAR RAT
ALL BOY BUG HIS LET MAY MAT
OUR OFF ARE BIG PUP ITS AND
GET HIM CAN BUY COW SEA YOU
SLY MAY THE LET SEA DOE ITS
WAS GOT OWN PUT ELK RED ONE
YET GET ONE NEW OLD FAR FOX
CAR SUN EAT CAN SIX HOG PEN
TRY BIG WAY ADD EAT PIG ANY
HOW FOR DAY NOW AGO APE PIN
DOG ARE WHO FIN YES RUN SAW
FAT OWE FAN RAM OWN HIS FIT